Invitation to apply for the Waltraud-Diekhaus fund
The Waltraud Diekhaus fund supports projects which increase knowledge of sex and gender sensitive medicine including gender-based violence, support related research and advance inclusion in medical education and all aspects of medicine.

Applications can be submitted any time; projects which are related to regional or triennial congresses at least 9 months before the date of the congress.

https://mwia.net/about-us/mwia-funds/waltraud-diekhaus-fund/
Waltraud Diekhaus-Fund

• **Award of 500 CHF** to support as **start-up a project to advance sex/gender sensitive medicine by a young medical doctor or medical student** (age: less than 40 years) to be presented at the International MWIA meeting

• **Support financially a workshop** or webinar on sex/gender sensitive medicine and link this with regional MWIA meetings or the international congress as then all regions can participate.

• **Award of 100 CHF for the best essay on a sex/gender sensitive medicine related topic** to be presented at the International MWIA meeting

• **Award of 100 CHF for the best essay on a topic related to gender based violence** to be presented at the International MWIA meeting
When and how to apply?

• Application deadline for the award and funds: 1st of October 2021

• Applications needs to be submitted via a Google form to be found on our MWIA website:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd81cSiHlkF8bsod5ViaDC3cn3Cdcjio2xMS7E_e8c8es2Hwg/viewform

MWIA is looking forward to your submissions!